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Lorenzkirche

Events

Neues Museum

Whether art, design or architecture, scientific discourse or city
discussion, artist lecture or panel discussion – the schedule

Klarissenplatz

Luitpoldstraße

Königstraße

Church of St. Lawrence

Nürnberg Info
Nuremberg information

is diverse and places the focus on dialog with the visitors. In

Hauptbahnhof

addition, concerts of contemporary music and other musical

Central Railway Station

Nuremberg plays a significant role in the city’s cultural life.
With its varied art and cultural program it makes a decisive

Neues Museum

contribution to the metropolitan region’s cultural offerings.

State Museum for Art and Design in Nuremberg
Klarissenplatz · 90402 Nürnberg · Germany

Guided tours & workshops
Regular tours in German language are given either of the entire museum, current exhibitions or collection presentations.

Postal address: Luitpoldstraße 5 · 90402 Nürnberg · Germany
The museum entrance is on Klarissenplatz, just a few
minutes’ walk from the central railway station.

The wide range on offer also includes tours on architecture,
tours for kids or special tours for groups. Workshops vary to

Tel. +49 911 240 20 69 (ticket office) · Fax: +49 911 240 20 29

allow all age groups space for development and expression.

Email: info@nmn.de · www.nmn.de
Guided tours / Education: Tel. +49 911 240 20 36

Kids and youngsters

Email: museumspaedagogik@nmn.de

Special guided tours for kids, workshops and events during

Foreign-language tours for group visits can also be arranged.

school holidays encourage young museum visitors to become

Please contact us.

actively involved in art at Neues Museum. Providing visits are

Opening times: Tues. – Sun. 10 am – 6 pm, Thurs. 10 am – 8 pm

registered in advance, educational supervision is available
for all age groups and school types, and can be arranged with
special focuses or as a birthday event. There are also regular
training events for instructors and teachers with an introduction to the current exhibitions.

Admission: Collection: 4 euros, concessions 3 euros
Sunday Special: admission to the collection: 1 euro
Exhibition (incl. collection): 6 euros, concessions 5 euros
Children and young people under 18: free of charge

Restaurant at Neues Museum

Rental and special events

Tel. +49 911 240 38 38

The spectacular architecture, unique aura and perfect location
venue for private and business occasions. It is possible to

Bo okshop Walther König at Neues Museum
Designshop Neues Museum

rent both foyers and the auditorium; their design allows them

Tel. +49 911 234 88 08 · Fax. +49 911 234 88 09

to be used flexibly, making them suitable for a wide range of

www.buchhandlung-walther-koenig.de

events.

www.designshop-nm.de

in the center of Nuremberg make Neues Museum an ideal

© Neues Museum. © Gerhard Richter, Ron Arad, Phyllida Barlow, 2014. Photos: Neues Museum (A. Kradisch, A. Seibel), Die Neue Sammlung. Graphics: E. Hau

events make for extraordinary listening. Neues Museum in

nm

neuesmuseum

State Museum for Ar t and Design in Nuremberg
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Art and Design
Visitors to Neues Museum in Nuremberg, designed by Berlin
architect Volker Staab, encounter bold architecture providing
an excellent setting for presenting art and design.
Gerhard Richter, Abstraktes Bild (Detail), 1991
Ron Arad, Little Albert, 2002
Phyllida Barlow, untitled: balcony, 2010

Transparent and spacious, the urban structure’s trademarks
are its gently curving glass façade and spiral staircase visible
from some distance. A total of 3,000 m 2 is available for the
collection and presentations. Since its opening in 2000, Neues
Museum shows art and design from the 1950s through to the
present day. Seldom do you find free and applied art presented like this in juxtaposition, providing insights into important
aspects of the development of international contemporary
art and design history. In the area of design the museum cooperates with Die Neue Sammlung – The International Design
Museum Munich.

Exhibitions
Neues Museum has set itself the task of taking up current
movements in contemporary art and design, visualizing developments with large shows and exploring future trends. Not
only the exhibition hall but also foyers, façade spaces and
the museum forecourt regularly serve as display areas for alternating exhibitions on contemporary art and international
design, for which Neues Museum also teams up with cooperation partners. Diverse accompanying programs enable an
in-depth examination of the respective work.

Collection presentations
In the collection rooms there is an emphasis on regular change.
The selection of exhibited items alters constantly, and re arrangements repeatedly create different associations, while
independent presentations in the collection halls make for a
startling change of perspective. Amongst other things, there
is a focus in the collection on works by East European artists,
international works of geometric abstraction and Concrete
Art, Fluxus and installation art.

